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UNTHA: Specialist for reliable waste wood recycling  

The Austrian premium manufacturer presents shredding solutions for the economic processing 

of waste wood at LIGNA 2023 

 

UNTHA develops and produces shredding technology for joinery and carpentry businesses, sawmills and the 

wood processing industry. At LIGNA 2023, the Austrian premium manufacturer will be presenting its entire product 

range for the recycling of waste wood.  

"UNTHA has been producing innovative shredders and conveyor technology for around 50 years. We have been 

offering our customers customised complete solutions - shredders and conveyor technology - from a single source 

for just as long. In doing so, we perfectly coordinate all relevant parts and individually address the needs of our 

customers," says Josef Gruber, Head of Global Sales and Business Development BU Wood at UNTHA. 

 

At LIGNA - Hall 13, Stand E22 - UNTHA will be presenting its RS and LR series of wood shredders. Among them 

is the RS30, a 4-shaft shredder that stands out above all for its particularly compact design.   

 

In addition, the experts from UNTHA will be showing the right conveyor technology, including metal separators, 

for every area of application. UNTHA offers its customers a comprehensive range of services, from planning and 

design to installation and commissioning, as well as a comprehensive range of services.  

UNTHA shredders are characterised by their robust design, high throughput capacity and reliable shredding of 

large quantities of wood. The cutting tools with special blade geometry ensure energy-efficient shredding. The 

result is a homogeneous wood chip that can be directly reused: energetically in the form of pellets and wood chips 

or materially for the production of chipboard. 

 

UNTHA's shredding solutions make a valuable contribution to the resource-saving and sustainable utilisation of 

waste wood. The shredders work efficiently and reliably for many years.  

 

Further information: www.untha.com/en/ligna  

 

 

Images (reproduction for press purposes free of charge; image credit: UNTHA shredding technology GmbH) 

Fig. 1: UNTHA LR1000 at Kienpointner joinery in Waidring/Tyrol 

Fig. 2: Weinberger Holz relies on the RS40 from UNTHA 

 

 

UNTHA shredding technology 

Reliable shredding technology that goes back more than 50 years! 

UNTHA shredding technology develops and manufactures customised, reliable shredding systems that are used 

http://www.untha.com/en/ligna
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in a wide range of applications, from material recycling to the processing of residual and waste wood and the 

reprocessing of waste to produce alternative fuels. In this way, the company makes an important contribution 

towards the conservation of resources and the sustainable processing and reduction of waste. 

The company was founded in 1970 and is headquartered in Kuchl near Salzburg. UNTHA has more than 300 

highly qualified employees and a worldwide sales network that spans 40 countries on all continents, placing it 

among the world's leading manufacturers in this growing, future-orientated industry. 
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